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LOCATION

To preserve and provide for open space.

To provide for a mix of uses which complements the inner

To provide for new residential communities in

To improve, encourage and facilitate the provision and

To protect and improve high amenity areas.

To facilitate, support and enhance the development

To provide for the creation of sustainable residential

To protect, provide for and-or improve mixed-use

To protect and improve rural amenity and to provide

To provide for office and enterprise development.

To protect, provide for and-or improve major town

To preserve Prospects

To preserve Views

Proposed Natural Heritage Areas

Natura 2000 (SPA and cSAC Areas)

the National East Coast Trail Cycle Route

Wicklow Way

Proposed Quality Bus/Bus Priority Route

Boundary of Urban Framework Plan

Record of Monuments and Places (For Areas of Archaeological Potential)

Long Term Road Proposal

Long Term Motorway Proposal

LONG TERM ZONING OBJECTIVES

The provisional alignment of the S2S/National East Coast Trail Cycle Route is diagrammatic

The lines of the Road Proposals shown are diagrammatic only and may be subject to change.

OTHER OBJECTIVES

Objective A

Objective B

Objective C

Objective D

Objective E

Objective F

Objective MIC

Objective OE

Objective GB

Objective TLI

Objective W

THE PROPOSED ZONING OBJECTIVES

[Diagram showing various zones with specific objectives]
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Note:
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* Boundary of Local Area Plan

* To protect and/or provide for Institutional Use in open lands

* To provide for a Primary School

* County Council Housing Programme Site

* Boundary of Objective Area

* OTHER OBJECTIVES

* Objective W

* Objective TLI

* Objective OE

* Objective MIC

* Objective GB

* Objective F

* Objective E

* Objective A

These boundaries shown only for planning purposes only and may be subject to change.